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Why should you listen to me?



How do brands grow in 2022?
...profitably



15% of all adults and 
36% of Gen Z have 
made purchases based 
on TikTok



Who uses TikTok?

325M

295M

164M
139M

71M

The amount  of US based TikTok users by age (source Comscore)

60% are female
40% are male

TikTok has about 
1 billion monthly 
active users



Your first videos on TikTok
● The most critical point
● Post 1-2 videos and then wait a week

How the For You page works:
● Your video is shown on the For You page to 

100–500 users between popular videos. 
● The algorithm will use the velocity of the 

engagement to score the video. 
- If the video receives about 20% more likes in a 
single day 
- The percentage of the video watched is over 
60%, then it’ll be pushed out to more people



Personal vs. Brand profile
which one should I choose?

VS



Increase your chances of 
going viral by using hooks
1. You won't believe this
2. X reasons why ______
3. Something you didn't know
4. Simple important tip
5. 10 ________ I wish I knew earlier
6. How I got ______ in 24 hours
7. Nobody is talking about _______
8. this is why your ______ isn't working
9. Here are ____ tiny tips that can help you 

do _____

Over 1,000 viral TikTok 
videos were analyzed 
and here are the top 
hooks within them

Source @iamdanielsnow



Rapid follower growth
the last 60 days

About 30% of all website 
traffic came from TikTok in 
the last 60 days



How do we drive conversions?
TikTok is notorious for driving traffic that doesn’t convert

Drive traffic to 
a quiz 
include in bio & add UTM 
tracking

Why? 
It helps consumers 
understand what 
they need and 
encourages 
bundling

Ours is powered by



Tips for growth
Progress (frequency of video) > perfection

Make content specifically for the platform

Videos under 40 seconds tend to do best

Use trending sounds and hashtags

Give away product for FREE & engage via DM

Hack: Repurpose as reels (WITHOUT logo - 
download on qload.info)



Working with influencers
Content seeding is the most effective strategy 
to get influencers to produce videos in review 
of your product. 

You send them your product in hopes they 
love it enough to post (for free). You can also 
recycle that content as ads.

Amazon storefronts are growing in popularity 
and is an effective way to have influencers 
showcase your product without it being 
obvious that they are making commission.



Engagement is superior to
other platforms

45M followers 5M followers

Video got 
2M views

Video got 
71M views

VS



Story time: The power of TikTok



Questions?


